Hello everyone !
I would like to give you guys a little conclusion to Doc Murakami’s visit to Nova Scotia.
It was an overwhelming success! As usual he did an excellent job with his presentation.
The acceptance of the facts by the crowd was amazing. Question period at the end
showed just how in tune the crowd was and now so empowered as a result.
We done 3 lectures in Cape Breton.. The media coverage was great with the area’s
newspapers, acceptance of the college has turned around to them now wanting the other
colleges to open their doors and have the presentation presented at each of their colleges
in the province of which there are many, it is actually being brought up at their next
provincial meeting that this has to continue. The department head, who hosted, was at
one time a bit skeptical, but not only did he attend the morning season but, he brought his
wife back in the evening to attend!! This was so great to see.
The numbers were more than we could have expected, we were actually going to cancel
Friday mornings so we could get on the road but, we had over 40 in attendance so we
went ahead with the presentation, was well worth the stay !!
The lake Echo presentation had a total of 4 docs including M and B.. We were so excited to
this fact as you can imagine! Also there were 4 nurses in attendance who have been
pushing the lyme facts a great deal for all of us….
The Lions club who hosted, treated us so wonderfully and we made a few great
connections their which M will tell you all about and hopefully it is going to open some
doors as well. The lions also want to push forward with awareness and education,, They
as well have a worldwide connection and are truly a wonderful bunch of people!
We were hosted by a family in Cape Breton known as the England’s, they treated us so
nice and doc truly enjoyed his stay with them.
The cascade effect this will create I truly don’t believe we can not measure. There were a
few bumps in the road but that as well was a learning experience and simply something to
which we have learned from and it certainly will not reacquire in the future..
Overall mission accomplished,, Many Many lives will be spared as a result of all our hard
work… Thank You guys for making this happen,, Whenever you put a GREAT bunch of
people together, the world changes in a positive manner….
Thank You all, Mary, Sherry, Liz, Doctor Murakami!!!
Shaun Burke
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